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It is a great honor for me to have been invited to deliver this .......

aRniversary address of the Asia Pacific Development Centre. I consider it a

special honor, in that, to me at least, its shows that those of you who have
worked in this institution and helped build it up to what it norr is, with the
qualitly and relevance it norv stands for, have felt eomfortrble enough with
its initial blueprinr.
Our world is full crf ideas. There ars at any given time more than we can
handle. But an idea, hourever exciting and promising only takes on life wfien
it finds an individual,or a small group of individuals,who are willing to take
it up and bring it to life through their commitment and dedication, their
deterrnination aud staying power, often, and certainly in this particular case,
a8ainst many odds. They give the initial conception its flesh and bones, its
bricks and mortar,and develop its linkages, it$ networlcs of people and
institutions, afld finally build its reputation, in the scholarly as well as in
the practical field. I hope therefore that you will not take it amiss, that in a

small way, I share your pride of aehievemeilt"

Looking back to the conditions at the early beginnings of APDC's
conceptualisation and comparing them with our present situation, one is
inevitably stuck hov immeilse are the differeilees not only in the field of
development theory as such, but even more how great the differeilces are in
the context within which development has to be underrtood and fias to take
place"

Certainly the initial goals of this institutir:ns remain valid.. There will he no
end to the need for new or additional capacity building at the nationfll level
in our various countries. Neither will there be an end t* the need to keep
building cuoperative nel.works for research and development, for the
ehanges in the international environment will force us to eontinue alclng the
same lines, although on a much broader frontier ol problems and challenges,
resulting from what might be called the 3d industrial revolution and its
impact on the international sphere and on the dynamics of development Our
own perceptioris of development and of the nature of the changes around us
and within each of our own countries, as we move to$rards the end of this
20th cenlury have also changed.These changes are the result of multiple
interactions between 4 different, processes that cumulatively amount to a
basic change in the human conditiein: populationincrease, advanees in science
and technology,changes in the global environmenl and the increase in
international poverty
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. All these processes of chaflge afid iflteractiofl are driven by tvo factors,
namely the rapid and wntinuing advances in science and technology-
specifically advanees in biotechnology, microprocessor and communications
technology , as well as materialstechnology, and secondly, the continuing
mndition of poverty of an increasingly Iarge part of humankind"

lFe all ,ia this region and everyvhere else, are affected by the globalisation
of national economies, by the globalisation of international markets and
trade, by.the massive and rapid flow of capital atro$s flatioratr boundaries,-
larger in one day than the gross national product of the USA- and no longer
related to l,rade, but driven by gtobal institutional investors and speculators..
lFe aII have beeone aware of how many of these processes have grosrul

beyond the eonffol of any single goverfl&eat, however poverful."They have
led to the emergence of a trarisnational sphere that has almost privileged
acc€ss l,o capital, information, skills, technology atrd markets.It has also given
rise to *ew transnatiorial porrer$tructures. As an illustration: the French
economist Albert Bressand recently made the starc&eilt that the USA f,oqr
ha$ two central banks: the Federal Reserve and the Japanese insurance
companies.
we now have an international econouic system that $ho'$/$ several great
disparities, a$d in which no single couritry and even no Eroup of countries is
in conffol, although some illusions do remain or afe kept alive.
The system is inhereatly unstable and fragile. Because of global
interdependence small fluctuations are easily amplified into major shocks
while in the longer run, maior catastrophies may otrur.
In many ways slntrary tCI this prffiss of globalisatioil are the
manifestations of a nev economic nationalism, and the tendencies towards
regional market integration. They are not only a reaction to the globalisation
proces$es but also a syeptofi of the intensifieation of worldwide
smpetitiofl., fuelled by rapid technologieal advanes that keeps the
international division of labor in constant, flux. As far as the developi*g
[l]Ufiries are coffiErned it has bemme obvious that their economic
developmert effort will have failed when they are incapable of developing
the interilational f,Empetence, that vill enable them to hold theif swn, a[
least in some field*, in this inueasingly competilive nrorld.

It is not surprising then that it is no longer possible to look at the
developmefiteffort as primarily an internal eff*rt of eounties each within
their national berundaries. The worldwide recession in the 70's has taught us
that a global event of that kind ean, and has wiped out almost all the
developmental advances of many courtrias in Africa, Latin Amerika and
Asia.. It has now also become obvious that no country in the world can
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afford to isolate itself from these trends. Nor can afiy couritry. indusrial or
developing alike, hope m achieve its social or security goals alone, rlithout
the cooperation ef other countries. .

It is therefore not possible to look at the development process in isolation
from the present condition of the international ecoilomy, populatiott
increase and its pressure on resources, and threats to the global
environmerit. Development itself has becsroe a global problem..For economic
as well as demqraphic and ecolqical interdependence will force all of us to
find solutions to our own problems in a global context and within the limits
of the earth's carrying capacily. It is in the ifiteresl of each and all of us that
we articulale our own vision of the fulure within the coillert or a
simultaneously developed glcbal vision lhat encoffipasses human survival, a
human solidarity thal includes our reeponsibility to our future generalions,
and the contiriued habitability of our planet.
We will have to do so ia a world of very rapid and profound social change
that seems to surpass the adjustment capacity of our social and political
insstitutions. change and the conlinued hibitability of our planet.

If the economic gap between the rich and lhe poor counlries, and betveen
the rich aad the poor within countries, continue [e, widen as lhey nCIw do,
and the differences in population growth remain the s/ay are flow, i.e. high
growth rates for the poor couniries afld low ones for the rich countries, it is
quite likely that the 1990's will see the beginnings of massive
populationmovements from the poor to the rieh areas of the wCIrld. No
legislatitln is going effectively to stCIp this trend. Aecross the bCIundaries of
many eountries of r,he Thirrl world lhis will also happen,afld in plaees is
already happening, because of war, landhunger, environmental degradalion
and exhaustiofl of the soil, and because o[ extreme poverly in general, For
the same reasons population movements within counlries are also taking
place.
Unless economic growth in lhird V/orld counkies is restored and unless
these countries can develop mCIre rapidly than they do now,- while many are
stagnating or regressing, the world will be faced by waves of maior
population redistribution primarily towards the industrial w()rld, thereby
creating a new set of problems of racialm, ethnic and religious tensions
A substantive reduction in th* povertygap through the resurnptirn of
eeonomic gro\r/th and development, and the reversal of the flow of resource$
from the Third World to the First is therefore a problem shared b,y both
Norlh and South.

Another problem that inevitably and irevocably linlr the developing and the
industrial world together has to do q/ith the changes in the earth's physical,
chemical and wheather systems and in the earth's biological diversity,
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resulting from human actiCIn. There is nsw a corisefi$us among the majority
of scientists in the world that ths warming of the earlh's lemperature ,

primarily, although not erclusively , the result of rhe burning of fossilfuels, is
now inevitable. Its impact is already discernible in today's changing and
often unpredictable wheatherpatterns.
The question that has to be addressed is not hosr to prevent it - for that

option is no longer oper-, but how to slow dowa and reduce the
warmingprocess to no more than 3 degrees Celsius so as to give humankind
and pl*nts and animals more time to make the necessary adaptations that
&ay still be wi&in in their innate capabilities.'We are, I suppose, all well
aware of the coosequences in terms of the global redistribution of patterns
of agricultural production and rise in oceanlevels, that such climate change
entails, ard I will not repeat them here.

The point I want to make however, is that if and sihen the deveioBing workl
indusffialises * and it is a matter of' Iife and death for t.hem-- humankind \$ill
be faced hy another global problem i.c..tha[ of accelerating lhe process of
global warmins.
Already nonr China has become the 3d largest C02 producer, after the USA
and the Soviet Union. And China is not eveR halfway through its
indusffialisation . eombined with the inr{usrislisation of the re$t of the fhird
World, the chances that greater energy efficienry towards which the
industrial eountries are striving, will be able to csmf,*nsate f*r the increased
e02 production resulting from Third Werrld industrialisation, are nsrexistent.
At least with present technologies.
Unless humankind collectively and cooperate in develoBing meire

environmentally friendly energy technologies, 3d vorld industrialisation is
bound to accelerate the greenhouse effee{. vith great but rlifferential ancl
often unpredictable impact on each and all of our countries. Interriationfll
poyerty that forees Third World counffies to industrialiae, and the failure to
overcome the poverty Bap may both lead to maior populationmovements.
.Global population redistribution , 3d world developmenl , environmental
limits and international poverty therefore have become inevitably linked
to8ether and forces us [o look at the deyelCIpment effeirt with diflerent eye$.

We have, in fact, become increasingly aware holr in other vays as well, our
notion$ of develnpment have *hangerl.
The urban crisis, so often predicted, is now upon us" It has forced us to
re*ognize haw ma*sive our failure in rural development hfls heen. Our ideas
about apprclpriate techrologv and rural selfrelianee have proven to he
unable to stem the tide of urbanisation. At the same time ve have failed -
except in a few cases -to distribute the fruits of economic growth more
evenly. . In most cases our modern sectors have grown, but so has the gap
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hetr/eeft the rich and the ooor. Our notions ahout ths hflsic needs aopfoach
have in many cflses not led m grearcr selfrelianm sf the poor, hut rather
have led them to continuing dependency"Ife have mme to realise that a zoo
is also a place qrhere basic needs are mel, with the exception of the batic
need for freedom of murse.

Unless we find ways to come to grips with the soeial and political structures
that prevent the socalled infeirmal sector in the cities and the traditional
seetor in the eountry side, by providing aceess to the same kind of iegat
proteetioil and legal structures and by providing the "enabling setling" to
organize themselves, and to increase their productivity through better
combination of productionfactors, there is little hope that the small
entrepreneurs of the informal sector will move into the modern sector with
an adequate capacity to compete. It similarly is going to be unlikely that
vitheiut a new kind of rurai industrialisation that makes the futrlest use of
the potentials of the new technologies in combination with traditional seicial
structures,rural development is going to *ucceed. We have also seen how
often development ha$ led to the rise of a new middle elass in a growing
modern sector that distinguishes itself primarily by its con$umerism and its
insensitivity to the continuing needs of the poor and marginalised in their
own csuntry.. Modern communicalions and the media have made it possible
for them to beeome and remain entirely absorbed in their own unirrcrse of
work and entertainment that is more closely linked to the life$tyles afid
pfeoeeuBations ol- the rich in the indusrial eountries than to the problems of
their o$rn people.. thereby laying the seedr for future trouble.

We in Asia , with its present population of 2.6 biliion - and a proiected one
for 2025 of 4.5 billion - acc*rding to the Vorld Resources Insitute Report of
1988"1989. will have to come to grips with the pressurs-despite a number
of successful familiplanning proBrams in the region, r:f such massiv*
population incrtrase oil our natural resourees of land and rvater, and our
needs for food, energy and employment. Already there is rapid destruction
of tropical forests, and land degradatiCIn, and desertification are expanding"
Together srith the rising frequeney of fla,eds. they all constiturc tnot so)
€arly warning signals that the limits ol ihe naturai *arrying capacrty wiih
Frs*silt technologies, *nel under presenl arrangements of humaR settlemenl.
organisation and production, are being breached., and that further
population increase tngether u/ith the industrialisation efforts that wiil be
required, will foree all of us to have a hanl look at the assumptions that
undergird past development plans, and their likely obsolesenct as we move
into the 2l st century.
It is obvious that the rehabilitation of degraded lands and of the oeeans and
the air, nnd lhe technologies to used for those purposes, as well as for rural
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and urban induskialisation, require an overall elobal approach. They can not
be resolved on a courrtry by county basis, although of course the
development efforts of each and every coutrtry qrill have to take place
within certairi ecological liuits., that are in part globally determiaed.

0ver and beyond this, there is a need to develop Asia"s human resourees and
the socio-eultural settings in which they are imbedded, to manage their stock
of natural resources more productively. It will be imperative also in a
number of cases,to develop effective bilater*l,regional or international
maflagemeflt instrumefits for eco-systefis shared by to or rtore
countries.The problem here is not only one of institutional innovation, but
one of educational reform and of profound value change. In fact, mariy of our
conventional patteras of thought aad of management practices have became
hopelessly obsolete. ![e will have to develop nes/ coneepts and instruments
for the iaternational ma*agement of the global life support systee$ and the
global esfiomy., if Tle are at some point in the future, to articluate a

feasible riatioilal, regional and vorld strategy fo sustainable development.

A number of conclusions ean be drawn eyen from this cursory presentation:
One, developmert is no longer a domestie effort, somehow worthy of
international philanuopic suBport. Development has becofie pflrt ilf a gl*bat
challenge to human survival. Development aid is therefore no l*nger a

questicn of charity, but a prflctical necessity,

" It is simply flart of humankind's collective preparation for survival in the
? I st century, for which none of u$, rich or'poor, is nox/ adequately prepared.

Tvo, there is not Boing to be a $eperate future for the rich and the poor in
the qrorld. Humankifid qrill either have a common future or none

Three, as long as the problem of international poverty and the untlerlying
global sffuctural dualism continues, it will be well nigh impossible to design
effective international policies to deal vith the h,asie prohlems of
environmental protection and enhancement, and thus secure a future for the
whole of the human raea, beeause of the impossiblity of *haring in an
equitable and generally aeceptable fashion, both the rights and the burdens
of such global policies.

Four,a maior collective effort needs to be undertaken to develop energy
technologies that are less damaging to the environment. Excluding the
nuclear eflergy option as too rustly and too unsafe in view of its unresolved
problems of nucelar waste disposal, this may mean a massive mnfi*rted
effort in the area of nuclear fusion and alternative softer technologies. The
cost of such efforts and the dissemination of its results should be delinked
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from the price of oil or gas, but related to the likely costs of moving coastal
cities inland when sea levels rise.

Five: unless Third World countries l.hemselves develop greater national
eapabilities in the fields of science and technology, decisions affecting their
interests, will be in*easingly m*de s/ithout them. They are bound otherq/ise
to lose their autonomy and capacity fsr selfdetermination.

What do all these changes mean for the AplC and its mission.
It nneans in the first plaee an expansion of its agenda, and a broadening of its
scope. All development problems will have nct only regional but fll$o glohal
dimensions. It will be important Lo identify which additional capabilities will
have to be built up at the rational level io help enable the nations in the
Asia Pacific region to play their role in the global efforts that will have to be
made, and in vhieh adclilio,nal areas national interests will have to be
safeguarded. This holds evefl urhen national capatrilitie$ are still inadequate
and are bound to remain so for $ome time, trefore its interests can be
realisetl. I am thinking, for instance, of rights of developing eountries to
protect assigned locations lor its own geCIstationary sattelites and other such
probiems.

It will also be necessary to build up national capacities to e*able riatiorial
goverilmeats in the region to participate effectively in global environmental
regimes aimed at ensuring the sustained habitability of this planet.

This involves the developmerit of a much hroader capaeity for
interdisiplinary research , in order to integrate into lhe development
planning process questions of natural resource planning and management. It
will, broadly speaking , require the development of what one might eall a
"new economics" that qrould relale eeonomic theory to micro- and macro-
environmental systems .lt will also be neeessary to relate such studies tn
relatively new eoncepts of commori security, given the high probability that
environmefltfil problems in the near futurehave have security implications.

It qrill also be nere$$ary to expaad the rarge of studies and training into
thCIsc areaE tha.t bear o* whad thc Latin Americanr likc to call " rocial
pgateinebility", Erp*ri+nw in thnrro uouatriss *nd in a$oe sf the ouunrtrieo ire

this region has taught us that there are limits to the capacity of smiety to
sustain tensions that - because of the rapidity of social change, or because of
the magnitude of social, eeonomic or political disparities- surpass the
resilience of the Bolitical system. The ensuing conflicts have often led to
mutual escalation of unbridled violence, afld in an extreme cfl$e eveil to the
collapse of a whole society.. Minority conflicts, fragmentation along the
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faultlines of religion 
" 
race,,ethnicity or language are early, or not so early

warning signals of majcr dysfunction of sacial cohesivenenss and of the
political system. Disorientation,alienation,anomic behaviour, drug abuse,
grouring inlolerance and religiaus fanaticism of groups in society are early
signals of a society under stress. These symptoms have flot beert studied
adequately, especially not in terms of the development process, its speed, its
strategy or its absenee. To keep studying these problems in isolation from
the dynamics of the development prffiess has become inmeasingly
unrealistic.

There are in fact considerable areas of scientific uncertainty in the field of
developmertstudies, as well in many of the interdiscplinary area$ of modern
economics and polities. Processes of change in different fields have become
so intertwined and eomplex that it has become quite possible to identify for
every discernable tendency a counter tendency. There is very littlc
consensus among ecelnomists or political seientists,as to what is exaetly
happening in the q/orld , to the world and to ourselves., There is. in the
words of a former European eommissir:ner Edgar Pisani, a veritable "misis of
intelligibility".

There are, as far as the tasks of the Ap0C is concerned, two major directions
in which research might be useful. First in terms of trying to reduce, through
research, the areas of scientifie uneertaiaty. Secondly, in as uruch it is likely
that, given the inevitahly iong leadtimes, decisions will have to made before
there is conclusive scientific evidence, to study how governments eould best
make decisions under conditions of scientific uncertainty, - most likely
sequentially- without irrevocably 66**itting itself and its resources to a

partieular trrur$e of action and vithout irue-rocahly foreclosing particular
options.

ApDC has, in the short period of her existence, shourn the value of
networking as a vehiele for research and haining in ways that enhanee
flational capabilities while at the sarne time fostering the kind of cooperatior!
and intellectual support $/ithout which it will be impossible to cope with the
interlinkages of gtr:bal and local problems that we all now have to face.
Networking has also proven to reduce the brainclrain.But maybe most
importantly its value is enhanced by the quality of the overarching
intellectual effort to extraet the broader theoretical implications of the
netrvork studies"

We xrill have to reeognire at the same time,that netvorking is not a planacea

for all our problems. Its value is enhanced by the recognitiofl that other
methCIds, like individual researeh or small networks of individual
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re$earchers, have something to eofitribute as weII to our collective capacity
for research and trflifling. Especially in cases when new problems have to be
faced, of vhich some have been outlined here, or when old problems require
flew approacher, we xrill come to realize that fletq/orking is also an effective
instrument for mutual learning processes, in q/hich neither APDC nor the
chosen leadinstitution have clear afi$wers to the problems to be addressed.
It is slhea neither teacher nor student knovs the ansvef that interaction
becomes the ffio$t creative learning experience.

n the coming decade APDC will have to break ner/ grCIund in its research and
training, while continuing to deal with the bread and butter issues in
development that it has handled so well in the previous years and that ryill
continue to plague us. At the same time ve will have to learn to deal with
flew sets of problems for q/hich neither industrial nor developing e(luntry
expertise has any ready answers" These can only be found if local or
regional problems are looked at within * global perspective, and global
problems can be responded to at the local and regional as well at the glohal
level.
The new agenda will, I hope, also stimulate the various institutions within
the networks to help build new e*ntituencies for these global and local
problems of development in each of their olr/n f,'outltie*. Ihe kind of value
and attitudinal changes that the humar condition now requires of us, are not
easily accomodated by governments. Their conscientizatiou very much
depends on the sUength of conviction and knowledgeaLrility of their natioilal
tunstituencies.Only under their pressure are governments likely, and
slowly and cautiously make up their minds. In many cases in the last two
decades such constituencies, often in the form of grassraCIt* movements,
have heen ahead of their governflrents, who have in many cases simply
folloved the lead of public opinion.

The rapid and multivaried ehanges in the human conditioil in Asia and the
Pacifie require on the part of its researcb and training institutions a

cansiderable degree of sensityity to changes at the interflational as well as at
the national level" Inability to do so, is bound to doom any institutiion to
irrelevance and obsolesence"This will require not otrly sonrl*r*
monitoring,and leadership on the part of AFDC, but it will also demand from
ApDe considerable flexibiity, and innovative power , in substflntive as urell
as in organisational terms.
The past few years have shovn both the vision and the praetical competence
of APK.
I can on this haBpy oceasion only congratulate you all for what you have
aehieved and wish you the corstancy of vision and the flexibility that
urisdom demands, for the curning decade.


